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Interest in augmented intelligence (AI) and its potential to dramatically impact medicine is growing rapidly among Congress, federal agencies, and other health care stakeholders. As a leader in American medicine, our American Medical Association (AMA) is uniquely positioned to ensure that the evolution of AI in medicine benefits patients, physicians, and the health care community. This report contains baseline policy to guide AMA’s engagement with a broad cross-section of stakeholders and policymakers to ensure that the perspective of physicians in various practice settings informs and influences the dialogue as this technology develops.

Ensuring the appropriate implementation of AI in health care will require that stakeholders forthrightly address challenges in the design, evaluation, implementation, and oversight of AI systems. Through its strategic partnerships and collaborations, the AMA has the capacity to help set priorities for health care AI; integrate the perspective of practicing physicians into the development, design, validation, and implementation of high-quality, clinically valuable health care AI; and promote greater understanding of the promise and limitations of AI across the health care community. A strong tradition of advocacy well positions our AMA to explore the legal implications of the emerging technologies of AI in health care and advocate effectively for appropriate professional and governmental oversight for safe, effective, equitable use of and access to health care AI.

AMA policy

As a leader in American medicine, our American Medical Association (AMA) has a unique opportunity to ensure that the evolution of augmented intelligence (AI) in medicine benefits patients, physicians, and the health care community. To that end our AMA will seek to:

• Leverage its ongoing engagement in digital health and other priority areas for improving patient outcomes and physicians’ professional satisfaction to help set priorities for health care AI.

• Identify opportunities to integrate the perspective of practicing physicians into the development, design, validation, and implementation of health care AI.

• Promote development of thoughtfully designed, high-quality, clinically validated health care AI that:
  — is designed and evaluated in keeping with best practices in user-centered design, particularly for physicians and other members of the health care team;
  — is transparent;
  — conforms to leading standards for reproducibility;
  — identifies and takes steps to address bias and avoids introducing or exacerbating health care disparities including when testing or deploying new AI tools on vulnerable populations; and
  — safeguards patients’ and other individuals’ privacy interests and preserves the security and integrity of personal information.

• Encourage education for patients, physicians, medical students, other health care professionals, and health administrators to promote greater understanding of the promise and limitations of health care AI.

• Explore the legal implications of health care AI, such as issues of liability or intellectual property, and advocate for appropriate professional and governmental oversight for safe, effective, and equitable use of and access to health care AI.
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What is health care AI?

Computational methods and techniques for data analysis have been evolving for decades [1,2]. A number of these methods have come to be known collectively as “artificial intelligence.” Artificial intelligence constitutes a host of computational methods that produce systems that perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence. These computational methods include, but are not limited to, machine image recognition, natural language processing, and machine learning. However, in health care a more appropriate term is “augmented intelligence” (AI), reflecting the enhanced capabilities of human clinical decision making when coupled with these computational methods and systems.

In December 2017, Senators Maria Cantwell (D-WA), Todd C. Young (R-IN), and Edward Markey (D-MA) and U.S. Representatives John Delaney (D-MD) and Pete Olson (R-TX) introduced S. 2217/H.R. 4625, “Fundamentally Understanding the Usability and Realistic Evolution (FUTURE) of Artificial Intelligence Act of 2017.” The legislation defines “general AI” as computational methods that produce systems that exhibit intelligent behavior at least as advanced as a human across the range of cognitive, emotional, and social behaviors. In contrast, the bill defines the term “narrow AI” as computational methods that address specific application areas, such as playing strategic games, language translation, self-driving vehicles, and image recognition. Thus, these AI methods and tools for the foreseeable future are better characterized as narrow AI that augments human intelligence (augmented intelligence).

At a February 2018 U.S. House of Representatives Government Oversight Committee Subcommittee on Information Technology hearing, three national experts testified that general AI is decades away. Consistent with the foregoing, in response to a 2016 Request for Information on Artificial Intelligence issued by the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, a technology company stated that it is “guided by the term ‘augmented intelligence’ rather than ‘artificial intelligence’” and noted further that “[i]t is the critical difference between systems that enhance and scale human expertise rather than those that attempt to replicate all of human intelligence.” [3]

Software algorithms developed using these evolving methods and techniques, coupled with proliferating sources of data (datasets) pertinent to health and medicine, offer the promise of new and more powerful ways to augment human intelligence and expertise in health care.

The American College of Radiology (ACR), which has been at the leading edge of health care AI, addressed its promise in comments to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy in 2016:

AI could offer various benefits to medical imaging in the future, including augmenting the capabilities of radiologists to enhance their efficiency and accuracy, as well as reducing costs by improving the appropriateness and cost-effectiveness of medical imaging utilization. The use of AI and machine learning in health care in general could be best applied to the areas of precision medicine, predictive analytics, and outcomes assessments. AI can streamline health care workflow and improve triage of patients (especially in acute care settings), reduce clinician fatigue, and increase the efficiency and efficacy of training. Moreover, shortages of medical experts to meet the needs of vulnerable and underserved populations in domestic and international settings could potentially be relieved, in part, by AI [4].

Prime AI applications include clinical decision support, patient monitoring and coaching, automated devices to assist in surgery or patient care, and management of health care systems [5]. AI in health care holds out the prospect of improving physicians’ ability to establish prognosis [6], as well as the accuracy and speed of diagnosis [6,7,8], enabling population-level insights
to directly inform the care of individual patients [9], and predicting patient response to interventions [10]. The number of empirical studies of AI applications in medicine is growing rapidly [2].

**What’s next in health care AI?**

Commercial entities are driving rapid evolution in AI across the board. In health care, the next three to five years will be marked by efforts to scale AI options involving patient-centered wearables that support clinical care, improved tools for diagnosis and physician training, and health system initiatives to improve patient care and clinical decision support [11]. The following are early examples of such efforts.

**Wearable AI**

Wearable monitoring devices that can transmit patient data are evolving rapidly. For example, one company has developed the Cardiogram application which is designed to work with the built-in infrared heart rate sensor of the Apple Watch to detect hypertension and sleep apnea. In a study carried out with the University of California–San Francisco that involved over 6,000 patients, the application and its machine learning system, DeepHeart, was able to detect hypertension and sleep apnea with 82 percent and 90 percent accuracy, respectively [12]. Rapid innovation is expected on this front propelled by coverage of payers, including Medicare, of remote patient monitoring and management.

**New tools for diagnosis and physician training**

The utilization of machine learning algorithms to enhance clinical decision making is increasing, but emerging systems take such support a step further. For example, the Human Diagnosis Project (Human Dx), organized as a tandem 501(c)(3) nonprofit and public benefit corporation, and created with and led by the medical community, allows attending physicians to ask for assistance on difficult medical cases from an online community of physicians all over the world. Responses from the medical community are combined with help from machine learning to create a synthesized collective assessment for each case. This collective insight is designed to augment clinical decision making with machine intelligence, providing useful information to physicians and patients who may not otherwise have access to specialist expertise. Human Dx also provides a platform for medical education through its Global Morning Report teaching cases. Today, residents from over 40 percent of U.S. internal medicine residency programs have access to these cases. Human Dx vets the quality of responses by comparing how physicians solve reference training cases in order to calculate a quantitative measure of reasoning called Clinical Quotient, which is now being vetted in conjunction with the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.

**Health systems and data analytics**

Applying AI to health system data to improve care is another area of rapid evolution. The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) has launched a system-wide effort to reduce hospital readmissions and enhance clinical decision making while a patient is receiving care. UPMC has applied machine learning to claims data to predict a patient’s risk of readmission before the patient arrives. A second algorithm uses laboratory and clinical metrics extracted from clinical records to update the risk prediction every 15 minutes over the course of the patient’s admission. Before discharge, if the risk prediction’s two models are in conflict, UPMC uses unsupervised machine learning to come up with a set of rules that dictate which model takes precedence to inform clinician discharge decisions [13].

These three relatively nascent efforts are designed to scale, but will require significant additional research and real world testing. However, they illustrate the types of initiatives beyond condition-specific efforts to enhance clinical decision support that could produce significant improvements in health care. Notably, these efforts have active engagement and support of clinicians and seek to address medical challenges and problems identified by clinicians.

**Federal engagement with AI**

AI has surfaced as a public policy issue at the federal level in a relatively short period of time. In 2016, the White House Office of Science and Technology hosted several public meetings on a range of public policy issues addressing AI along with a public request for information regarding potential policy directions. In Congress, the U.S. Senate Commerce Committee held a hearing titled “The Dawn of Artificial Intelligence” at which the Department Chair for Genomic Medicine at MD Anderson Cancer Center highlighted the clinical applications of AI and discussed policy implications.

Shortly thereafter, the 21st Century Cures Act was passed by Congress and became law in December 2016. The Act included provisions modifying the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) oversight of software as a medical device, which has implications for a number of current AI computational methods. The FDA is now actively evaluating whether a new oversight framework
is needed for software as a medical device, a precursor to future oversight models.

The bipartisan “FUTURE of Artificial Intelligence Act,” introduced in December 2017, provides for the establishment of a Federal Advisory Committee on the Development and Implementation of Artificial Intelligence. The legislation, if passed, would be the first effort at the federal level to provide a forum for consideration of AI public policy. In 2018, additional legislation has been introduced, and additional congressional hearings held on AI generally, with health care applications receiving particular attention.

**Achieving the promise of AI in health care**

Fulfilling the promise that “combining machine learning software with the best human clinician ‘hardware’ will permit delivery of care that outperforms what either can do alone” [14] will require that stakeholders forthrightly address challenges in the design, evaluation, implementation, and oversight of AI systems in health care. In the first instance, stakeholders across the board, not the least among them patients and physicians, must hold realistic expectations for the roles AI tools can and cannot play. Machine learning is only one of the AI computational methods and raises particularly thorny challenges. However, many of the public policy issues (including transparency and intellectual property) and clinical issues that will need to be addressed apply to other AI computational methods that are more common currently, such as natural language processing.

**Designing and evaluating health care AI**

There is a popular tendency to see AI as, at best, a form of neutral, “objective” decision making, a pristine mathematical process that takes only “the facts” into account, independent of human judgment [15,16,17]. The statistical process of AI specifically seeks to derive a rule or procedure from a body of data that explains that data or is able to predict future data [18]. An AI derived algorithm “is only as good as the data it works with” [19,20]. The data sets on which AI algorithms are trained are created by human agents and are imperfect.

The research, patient care, and insurance records available as training data sets for health care AI can be highly variable, reflecting the different purposes for and processes by which they were created [1,21]. Clinical trials systematically include or exclude participants with certain characteristics; patient charts and insurance records capture information only from those individuals who have access to the health care system and rarely contain information about exposure to environmental toxins. Different data sets focus on different kinds of information to the exclusion of other possible data points, and records capture and preserve information with varying degrees of accuracy.

One of the most significant implications for end users of AI systems is that these systems sets can, invisibly and unintentionally, “reproduce and normalize” the biases of their training data sets [16,17]. In health care, the result can be models that “reflect the conditions only of the fortunate” and yield “an aggregate understanding of health and illness that fundamentally excludes the marginalized” [21] in a way that risks exacerbating existing health disparities. Minority populations can be disadvantaged in the context of AI systems in a second way as well in that “by definition, there is proportionately less data available about minority predictions;” while the accuracy of decision making, a proxy for fairness, will be higher for majority groups [17]. Addressing fairness is essential, even if doing so may be
In this respect, AI poses a significant challenge where information is central to medicine’s professional ethos. Commitment to protecting the confidentiality of patient data is crucial, especially in the era of big data and machine learning. Best practices in user-centered design must be on users’ needs and usability should be tested by participants who are demographically representative. The focus needs to be developed and evaluated in keeping with best practices in user-centered design [25]. The need to be useful and accepted in practice, AI systems must be developed and evaluated in keeping with the best practices in user-centered design [25].

Design issues also encompass how a model is evaluated, as well as relationships between the dataset used to train an algorithm and the dataset used to evaluate the algorithm. In the first instance, evaluation criteria must be clinically relevant and evaluation should be representative of how the algorithm will be applied in practice [22]. For example, evaluating a model to predict risk of hospital-acquired infection over the entire course of a patient’s admission more accurately predicts how the model would be used and would perform in practice [22]. For predictive models, developers must evaluate “how far in advance the algorithm identifies positive cases.” [22] From a clinician’s perspective, the critical concern is “predicting events early enough for a relevant intervention to influence care decisions and outcomes.” [14] Ensuring that all examples in the training dataset are earlier in time than all examples in the evaluation set helps avoid misleading results by limiting the possibility that training data could otherwise reflect structural changes in hospital population, clinical protocols, electronic health record (EHR) systems, or other factors that occurred over time [22].

Developers also have a responsibility to ensure that their work is transparent and can be reproduced by others [23,24]. Proposed guidelines for essential components of publications reporting development of predictive machine-learning algorithms include not only rationale and objectives, but, importantly, the setting, prediction problem, relevant data, and a description of the building of the predictive model [23]. Authors should also provide information about the final model and its performance, and discuss the clinical implications of the work, its limitations, and unexpected results. Scholars have further recommended creating open repositories for long-term storage, archiving, and access to datasets and code to enable replication of published findings [24].

Furthermore, the AMA’s work in the area of EHRs reveals that to be useful and accepted in practice, AI systems need to be developed and evaluated in keeping with best practices in user-centered design [25]. The focus must be on users’ needs and usability should be tested by participants who are demographically representative of end users [26].

**Health care AI and patient privacy**
Commitment to protecting the confidentiality of patient information is central to medicine’s professional ethos. In this respect, AI poses a significant challenge where traditional strategies of notification and consent are no longer adequate [18]. Nor are anonymization, deletion of data, or distinguishing metadata sufficiently robust protections in the context of massive complex data sets [18,20] when machine-learning algorithms can identify a record “easily and robustly” from as few as three data points [20].

The ease of re-identification means that, in important respects, traditional expectations for health care privacy are simply no longer attainable. This significantly raises the bar on the task of ensuring the security and integrity of data. Among proposed technical solutions to the dilemma of privacy in large data sets are “blockchain-style” technology to secure data and track access or data auditing systems that allow secure verification of the contents of large data structures, such as those being explored by DeepMind Health in the UK [1]. Researchers at the University of Pennsylvania have explored the creation of publicly sharable simulated datasets that limit possible re-identification as another approach to protecting data privacy [27]. The recent revelation that the data mining firm Cambridge Analytica siphoned private data from 50 million Facebook users to target them for political campaigns raises confidentiality and privacy questions across the spectrum of digital platforms that collect and curate data. While this report establishes policy that underscores the necessity to safeguard individuals’ privacy interests and preserve the security and integrity of personal information, the Board recognizes the importance of this issue and will continue to assess our policy as our AMA engages in the public debate and discourse on protecting patient information.

**Implementing health care AI**
The AMA’s ongoing engagement with digital health offers insights for understanding, from physicians’ perspectives, what is at stake in integrating AI systems into the delivery of health care. The organization’s recent survey of 1,300 physicians about barriers to adoption of digital health technologies suggests that physicians are most receptive to digital health tools they believe can be integrated smoothly into their current practice, will improve care, and will enhance patient-physician relationships [28]. Coverage for liability, assurance that data privacy is protected, linkage to their EHR, and billing/reimbursement are key considerations.

Earlier AMA research into physician professional satisfaction found that frustrations with EHRs, especially usability issues, were a major source of dissatisfaction in physicians’ professional lives [29]. The findings led the AMA to identify priorities for ensuring usability in
EHR systems, including, among other considerations, ensuring that EHRs are designed to meet the cognitive and workflow needs of physicians, that they support team-based care, promote coordination of care, focus on reducing cognitive workload instead of focusing simply on data collection, and incorporate end user feedback into designing and improving EHR systems [25].

AMA policies addressing the use of telemedicine similarly stress the importance of minimizing disruptive effects on patient-physician interactions, ensuring that technologies promote quality of care and safety, and, importantly, establishing mechanisms to monitor the impact of an innovation both to identify and address adverse consequences and to identify and encourage dissemination of outcomes [30,31].

To reap the benefits for patient care, physicians must have the skills to work comfortably with health care AI. Just as working effectively with EHRs is now part of training for medical students and residents [32], educating physicians to work effectively with AI systems, or more narrowly, the AI algorithms that can inform clinical care decisions, will be critical to the future of AI in health care.

Physicians need to understand AI methods and systems sufficiently to be able to trust an algorithm’s predictions—or know how to assess the trustworthiness and value of an algorithm—as a foundation for clinical recommendations. The challenge may be more easily met with advances in “explainable AI,” that is, algorithms that can “explain” to users why a particular prediction is made [33,34]. Technology to predict the risk of 30-day readmission for cardiac patients being tested by Boston-based Partners Connected Health provides clinicians with a readmission prediction score and identifies the top factors contributing to that score, providing information that is actionable for clinicians [35].

A leadership role for the AMA

A component of the American Medical Association’s (AMA) strategic work in 2018 and beyond is to provide the physician perspective across health care technology sectors by promoting improved usability of and productive access to data used in medical decision making as well as respect for the patient-physician relationship. As our AMA implements this component of its strategic plan, the Board of Trustees has observed a rapidly growing interest in augmented intelligence (AI) technology in health care. In 2018, the AMA Council on Long Range Planning and Development (CLRPD) provided the Board with a primer on the history, definitions and components, and the status of AI in health care that offered a high-level look at this rapidly evolving area and its potential to dramatically impact medicine. The AMA Council on Legislation (COL) and CLRPD have observed increased interest in AI by Congress, federal agencies, and other health care stakeholders. To form a clearer understanding of the expected impact of AI technologies for patients and physicians, as well as key stakeholders who are influencing legislation and regulation in this area, over the past 18 months the COL has met with physician experts immersed in the development and clinical integration of various health care AI technologies.

Both Councils have highlighted to the Board that current AMA policy does not specifically address AI. The Board determined that this gap in policy puts our AMA at a strategic disadvantage in the public debate on health care AI, and therefore strongly believes it is important for our AMA to adopt a base-level of policy on health care AI to guide AMA’s engagement with a broad cross-section of stakeholders and policymakers in order to ensure that the perspective of physicians in various practice settings informs and influences the dialogue as this technology develops.

To realize its potential to support improved patient care and health outcomes and enhance physician professional satisfaction, the health care AI enterprise should be informed and guided by the expertise, experience, and leadership of physicians and organized medicine in developing and implementing these tools. Physicians are well positioned to advocate for health care AI solutions that support healthier lifestyles and reduce disease burden, improve access to care, enhance
diagnostic accuracy, inform individually tailored treatment plans, and improve patient self-management, adherence, and health outcomes. Physicians are likewise well placed to apply their experience to drive improved design and implementation of health care AI that will strengthen clinicians’ relationships with patients; enhance communication among the health care team and between team members, patients, and family members; simplify the coordination of care; minimize administrative burdens; and help the health care team to better deliver care to those patients and populations in greatest need.

As a leading voice in American health care, the AMA is uniquely positioned to help ensure that emerging technologies best serve the nation’s patients and physicians. In addition to the work of COL and CLRPD, at the 2017 Interim Meeting all seven AMA councils met jointly with experts from IBM Watson and HumanDx to discuss issues in health care AI. Likewise, the AMA’s ongoing engagement with key stakeholders from across the spectrum of clinical care, health care administration, implementation science, and AI product development enables the organization to play a distinctive role in contributing to the overarching vision for health care AI in the U.S.

Through its strategic partnerships and collaborations, the AMA has the capacity to offer the insight that is critical to the development of clinically sound AI systems that will enhance the quality of care and sustain the integrity of patient-physician relationships. The AMA’s strong tradition of advocacy positions the organization to promote meaningful oversight of AI as it is integrated into clinical practice.

**Conclusion**

Patients, physicians, and the health care system in the U.S. face enormous challenges in the combined impact of a rapidly aging population, a relative decline in the working population that reduces revenue essential for safety net programs [36], and persistent high costs of care that will strain the nation’s ability to support affordable, accessible, high quality care. With the engagement of physicians to identify needs and set priorities for design, development, and implementation, health care AI can offer a transformative set of tools to help patients, physicians, and the nation face these looming challenges. Given the number of stakeholders and policymakers involved in the evolution of AI in health care, it is important that our AMA not only adopt a base level of policy to guide our engagement, but equally continue to refine our policy as an organization to ensure that the perspective of physicians in various practice settings informs and influences the dialogue as this technology develops.
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